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Does chance govern our lives     ?

[1]   « I’m well aware that many men, past and present, thought that the affairs of the world
are governed by fortuna and by God in such a way that human prudence can’t get a grip
on them and we have no way of protecting ourselves. These people hold that we needn’t
sweat  much over things, and that we should let  everything to chance [...].  Sometimes
when I think about this, I am a little inclined that way myself. However, so as not to put our
free will entirely out of business, I contend that fortuna decides half of our actions, leaving
the other half—or perhaps a bit less—to our decisions. 

[2]   I  compare  fortuna to one of those raging rivers which when in flood overflow the
plains, sweep away trees and buildings, pick up soil in one place and dump it elsewhere.
Everyone tries to escape such a flood ; no-one can do anything to hold it back ; everyone
capitulates to its violence. But despite all that, when the weather turns fair and the river
calms down, men can prepare for the next time by building dykes and dams, so that when
the river is next in flood, it will stay within its banks, or at least not be so uncontrolled and
damaging. That’s how it is with fortuna, which shows its power in places where virtù hasn’t
made preparations to resist it : it sends its forces in directions where it knows that barriers
and defences haven’t been raised to constrain it. [...]

[3]   That’s all I need to say in general terms about resistance to fortuna. But there is one
more detailed matter that I want to discuss. We see that a prince can be happy today and
ruined tomorrow without any change in himself ; I think that this is to be explained mostly
through the matter I have been discussing : a prince who relies entirely on fortuna is lost
when it changes - but it may also be due to something else that I shall now present : a
prince whose actions fit  the spirit  of  the times will  be successful,  whereas one whose
actions are out of tune with the times will fail. In projects aiming at what everyone aims at,
namely glory and riches, it’s clear that different men proceed differently : one proceeds
with caution, another impetuously ; one by force, another by skill ; one prepared to wait
things out, another plunging in with no delay ; and each type of procedure can lead to
success. »

Translated excerpts from :   The Prince   (1525)



QUESTIONS :

[§1] :  1)  Which common belief  does Machiavelli  discuss here ? How do many people
imagine the reality of chance ?

2) What does he personnaly think about it, and why ?

[§2] : 1) Which literary figure does the writer use in this passage ? Which ideas does it
convey about fortune ?

2) Is fortune unmanagable ?

[§3] : As a politician writer, which pieces of advice does Machiavelli give to his readers ?
Should we rely on chance for success ?


